Physiological stress responses to the 2008 U.S. presidential election: The role of policy preferences and social dominance orientation
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Abstract

This study examines physiological stress responses to the 2008 U.S. presidential election. The week before and after Election Day, participants provided three daily saliva samples, assayed for cortisol (a principal “stress hormone”) and testosterone. Results revealed that, on Election Day, all participants on average and Republicans in particular exhibited stunted cortisol and testosterone rhythms, perhaps reflecting participants’ anticipation. After Election Day, participants’ political affiliation was not a strong predictor of physiological responses. Their social dominance orientation—that is, their tolerance of social inequalities—was predictive of responses. Those higher in social dominance orientation had higher cortisol and testosterone morning values. These changes suggest that individuals higher in social dominance orientation were distressed but ready to fight back. The present findings add to an emerging body of work showing that sociopolitical differences can influence biological systems relevant to health and behavior.
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On November 4th 2008, Barack Obama was elected President of the United States. His election represents a major shift in U.S. politics. It is a shift from a two-term Republican presidency to a Democratic presidency. It is also a shift from a legacy of White presidents to the first Black president. The present work examines responses to this historic election. It considers the physiological responses of a group of American voters who, among other things, vary in how much they support conservative policies and how much they condone social inequalities. It offers evidence that shifts in the sociopolitical hierarchy can affect citizens’ physiological functioning.
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Sociopolitical variables and responses to the election

Democratic elections are essentially competitions for political power and dominance. The outcome of any given political election is a victory for one political party and a defeat for the other party (or parties). In the context of the 2008 U.S. Presidential Election, the election was a victory for Democrats and a defeat for Republicans. It then follows that Republicans may exhibit signs of stress and defeat. Indeed, research has shown that Republicans exhibited physiological responses—namely, increases in cortisol and decreases in testosterone—just minutes following the announcement of the election outcome (Stanton, Beehner, Saini, Kuhn, & LaBar, 2009; Stanton, LaBar, Saini, Kuhn, & Beehner, 2009). These responses suggest that Republicans felt distressed and submitted to defeat.

Political affiliation may not be the most relevant variable when considering people’s longer term responses to the 2008 U.S. election, however. Treating political parties as monolithic groups may obscure important nuances in the views and lives of U.S. voters. Indeed, Republican and Democrat voters have complex policy preferences across myriad domains, from abortion to global warming. For instance, in 2008, 36% of Republicans were “prochoice” and 33% of Democrats were “prolife,” defying conventional party stereotypes (Gallup, 2009). For those who prefer certain conservative policies, the presidency of Barack Obama may be a threat to their policy interests. For those who prefer liberal policies, his presidency may secure their policy interests. Hence, we might expect individuals’ responses to the 2008 election over time to reflect the tenacity with which they hold conservative or liberal policy preferences.

Republicans and Democrats also vary in how much they accept the existing status hierarchy and the social inequality it confers (Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, & Sulloway, 2003; Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994). Most societies are socially stratified with some groups of individuals at the top of the hierarchy and others at the bottom (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). In the USA, the hierarchy is and has been in part race-based, with Whites at the top and racial minority groups—Blacks in particular—at the bottom of the hierarchy. Individuals vary in the extent to which they endorse this hierarchical arrangement (Pratto et al., 1994). Some perceive the hierarchy as legitimate and uphold it. These individuals are high in social dominance orientation (SDO). For those high in SDO, Barack Obama’s win challenges the historical dominance of White men. His win is a defeat. In contrast, his win is a victory for those low in SDO, who reject and who may even want to dismantle the existing hierarchy. Accordingly, we might expect individuals’ responses to the 2008 election to reflect their levels of social dominance orientation.

Physiological stress responses to the election

Defeat and the consequent loss of status are stressful (Björkqvist, 2001), especially for those who value status and dominance (McClelland, 1989; Wirth, Welsh, & Schultheiss, 2006). Not surprisingly then, responses to defeat can resemble those to stressful situations, including increased arousal and negative mood (Gilbert, Allan, Brough, Melley, & Miles, 2002; Levitan, Hasey, & Sloman, 2000). Responses to defeat and stress also trigger physiological processes designed to assist with coping in the short and longer term (Chrousos & Gold, 1992; Kemeny, 2003; Sapolsky, Romero, & Munck, 2000). In the present study, we examined these physiological stress responses to the 2008 presidential election for several reasons. First, physiological stress responses are not subject to self-presentation concerns (Blascovich, Mendes, Hunter, Lickel, & Kowai-Bell, 2001; Page-Gould Mendoza-Denton, Alegre, & Siy, 2010). Individuals reluctant to report their distress about this election would nonetheless exhibit signs of physiological distress. Second, physiological stress-related responses have been linked to specific psychological states. As we will detail in what follows, changes in cortisol have been linked to distress (e.g., Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004) and changes in testosterone have been linked to dominance and motivation to gain dominance (e.g., Mazur &
Booth, 1998). These psychological states (distress and dominance) were those of interest. Third, cortisol rhythms and testosterone are related to psychological well-being and health (e.g., Gunnar & Vazquez, 2001; Sephton, Sapolsky, Kraemer, & Spiegel, 2000), making these outcomes especially important to consider. Finally, if voters exhibited signs of physiological distress and defeat days after the election, we would have better evidence that the election had a profound impact on voters’ functioning. For these reasons, we used repeated physiological measures the week before and the week of the 2008 election to gain insight into voters’ reactions to this election.

As noted, defeat including social and political defeat triggers physiological processes designed to assist with coping in the short and longer term. Within seconds, the sympathetic-adrenal-medullary (SAM) system is activated. Its activation results in the release of epinephrine also known as adrenaline. This “adrenaline rush” increases heart rate, lung function, and mobilizes resources (e.g., glucose). In other words, SAM system reactivity can facilitate coping; it enables the “fight or flight” response. Under some conditions, the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is also activated. Social threats including defeat and loss of status are powerful triggers of this axis (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004; Sapolsky, 1986, 2004). The activation of the HPA axis instigates a cascade of neuroendocrinological events, resulting in the release of cortisol into the bloodstream. This cortisol response sustains and modifies SAM system activity, and modifies the activity of multiple other physiological systems; for example, it facilitates glucose mobilization, to provide extra energy for coping.

The HPA axis can also facilitate coping day to day and across days through modifications of its diurnal rhythm. Under optimal conditions, cortisol levels are high upon waking, increase sharply 30–45 min after waking (the cortisol awakening response or CAR for short), and then decline across the day to a nadir at the end of the waking day (Adam, 2006; Adam & Kumari, 2009; Kirschbaum & Hellhammer, 1989; Puressner et al., 1997). According to the “boost” hypothesis, this diurnal rhythm may shift to accommodate energy needs (Adam, Hawkley, Kudielka, & Cacioppo, 2006). Specifically, on days following a social stressor, high morning cortisol values and/or large CARs can provide an energy “boost” for dealing with the demands of a new day. On Election Day, we might expect those who lost the election to exhibit cortisol increases immediately following the election outcome (as in Stanton, LaBar, et al., 2009). On days after Election Day, we might expect them to have higher morning values and/or larger CARs, to mobilize resources and cope with the stress of defeat.

Defeat can also affect the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis (Mazur & Booth, 1998; Sapolsky, 1986). HPG axis activation results in the release of LH and FSH, and “sex hormones” including testosterone. The bulk of research on testosterone and defeat finds that status-relevant behavior and dominance are associated with higher testosterone (Archer, 2006; Cashdan, 1995; Dabbs & Hargrove, 1997; Mazur & Booth, 1998; Mazur, Booth, & Dabbs, 1992). Additionally, winning (the realization of dominance) and defeat (the loss of dominance) are often accompanied by increases and decreases in testosterone levels, respectively (Booth, Shelley, Mazur, Tharp, & Kittok, 1989; Elias, 1981; Gladue, Boechler, & McCaul, 1989; Kemper, 1990; Mazur et al., 1992; Mazur & Lamb, 1980; McCaul, Gladue, & Joppa, 1992). There are notable exceptions to these findings, however. Psychological and structural variables can moderate the relationship between defeat and testosterone. Highly dominant individuals and those who choose to fight back in response to defeat often exhibit testosterone increases—not decreases—after defeat (Mehta & Josephs, 2006; Sapolsky, 1986). For example, in one study (Mehta & Josephs, 2006), participants competed against another player. Unbeknownst to participants, the competition was rigged so they could be randomly assigned to win or lose. Results revealed that some “losers” exhibited marked increases in testosterone. Interestingly, “losers” who exhibited such increases were more likely to want a rematch compared to those who exhibited decreases. Momentary testosterone increases thus
seem to reflect individuals’ propensity to take on the challenge of defeat and redouble efforts to regain dominance. Whether defeat can lead to longer lasting changes in testosterone levels is unknown. To our knowledge, the time course and duration of testosterone responses to defeat have not been systematically studied. What is known is that testosterone, like cortisol, has a diurnal rhythm. Levels are high upon waking and decrease across the day (Granger et al., 2003; Plymate, Tenover, & Bremner, 1989; Resko & Eik-Nes, 1966). It thus seems reasonable to assume that defeat could lead to shifts in testosterone rhythms across days, to further bolster efforts to regain dominance, just like stress can lead to shifts in cortisol rhythms across days, to further aid with coping.

The present study examined whether the 2008 U.S. presidential election affected cortisol and testosterone diurnal rhythms of a group of voters days before and after Election Day 2008. We expected party affiliation to predict changes in rhythms but remained open to the possibility that policy preferences and/or SDO might also predict rhythms. To be sure, the election was a competition between a Republican and a Democratic candidate. Barack Obama’s win was a defeat for Republicans. This election, however, was also a competition between a conservative and a liberal candidate in an increasingly polarized political, ideological climate. Viewed in this light, Obama’s win was a defeat for conservatives. Finally, for the first time in history, this election was also a competition between a White man and a Black man. Obama’s win may have been a defeat for those high in SDO—for those who condoned the social hierarchy with White men “on top.” In other words, the election may have been a defeat for any number of voters, not only Republicans.

**Materials**

**Preliminary survey** The preliminary survey consisted of demographic questions, a policy preference scale (Hennington, 1996), and the SDO scale (Pratto et al., 1994). The policy preference scale assesses preferences for 12 policies (e.g., death penalty, gay rights, legalization of marijuana). Respondents indicated their support for these policies on 3-point scales. We reverse-coded liberal policies and averaged across items so that higher numbers denote more conservative policy preferences. Scores ranged from 1.0 to 2.83 ($M = 1.7, SE = .50$). Not surprisingly, relative to Democrats, Republicans scored significantly higher on the (conservative) policy preference scale, $t(47) = 4.71, p < .001$. There was no gender effect, $t(47) = .01, p = .99$, or race effect, $t(47) = 1.03, p = .31$, despite all Black participants being Democrats.

The SDO scale assesses the extent to which individuals endorse antiegalitarian beliefs and systems. This scale consists of 16 statements such as “Superior groups should dominate inferior groups” and “It’s probably a good thing that certain groups are at the top and other groups are at the bottom.” Participants indicated their agreement with each statement on 7-point scales. Scores ranged from 1 to 6 ($M = 2.5, SE = 1.3$). As expected, Republicans’ SDO scores were significantly higher than those of Democrats, $t(47) = 5.35, p < .0001$ ($M = 3.61$ and $1.78$), and White participants’ SDO scores were

**Methods**

**Participants**

We recruited participants via flyers posted on campus and word of mouth. Of all the individuals who expressed interest in the study, 65 individuals were selected for participation. Individuals were selected for participation if they were (a) self-identified White/Caucasian or Black/African American, (b) 18 to 40 years old, (c) U.S. citizens who intended to vote in the 2008 presidential election, and (d) invested in their candidate of choice (i.e., 5 or higher on a 7-point scale assessing how strongly they felt about their choice). Over the course of the study, six participants dropped out and 10 did not complete enough diaries or saliva samples to examine their responses to the election. The final sample of 49 was 24% Black, 67% female, and 33% Republican. Ages ranged from 18 to 31 ($M = 22, SE = 3.6$). Most participants were college students (70%). The rest were working adults. Participants received $60.00 for their participation.
significantly higher than those of Black participants, \( t(47) = 5.85, p < .0001 \) (\( M = 2.68 \) and \( M = 1.32 \)). Male and female participants’ SDO scores did not differ significantly, \( t(47) = .25, p = .81 \).

**Daily diary**  The daily diary included several covariate measures. Participants were asked to report their caffeine and nicotine use, variables known to affect cortisol rhythms (e.g., Kirschbaum & Hellhammer, 1989; Lovallo et al., 2005). All but one participant were nonsmokers and thus we did not control for nicotine in our analyses. Participants were also asked questions about their sleep—how well they slept and whether they woke up feeling rested.

**Saliva sampling**  Saliva kits consisted of straws, vials, and vial labels. Saliva was collected through passive drool (i.e., spitting through a small straw into a vial). Participants were instructed not to eat, drink, or brush their teeth during the 30 min before each sample. Due to low levels of compliance on Mondays and Fridays, we assayed samples taken on Tuesday–Thursday of each week.

**Procedures**

Between October 15\textsuperscript{th} and 27\textsuperscript{th}, 2008, participants came to the lab to complete surveys and get their saliva kits. Then, Monday through Friday, the week before and the week of the election, participants completed a diary entry each evening and provided saliva samples three times per day—upon waking, 30 min after waking, and at bedtime. At the end of the study, samples were aliquoted and half of the samples were shipped on dry ice to the University of Trier, where they were assayed for cortisol. The other half of the samples was assayed for testosterone at Northwestern University. The coefficients of variation (CV) for these assays were less than 10% and thus satisfactory.

**Results**

**Cortisol responses**

Cortisol values were positively skewed and therefore log-transformed. Due to the nested nature of the data (samples nested in days nested in participants), we constructed three-level models in HLM (Bryk, Raudenbush, & Congdon, 1996).\(^1\) As in previous work (e.g., Adam et al., 2006; Doane & Adam, 2010), at Level 1, we modeled the cortisol slope across the day and the CAR—the cortisol increase occurring in the first 30 min after waking. Specifically, we modeled cortisol levels as a function of time since waking (i.e., the slope/ rate of change of cortisol levels across the waking day). We also included a dichotomous variable, indicating whether cortisol levels were from the second morning sample (i.e., 30 min after waking) to model the CAR. At Level 2, we added election period (i.e., Election Day and postelection; 1 = yes, 0 = no) to examine whether morning values, CARs, and/or slopes differed during the preelection, Election Day, or postelection periods. At Level 3, we added individual differences in sociopolitical variables (political affiliation, policy preferences, or SDO) to examine whether cortisol changes during the election periods varied as a function of individual differences. In addition, we added a number of covariates known to influence cortisol levels. At Level 2, we added caffeine intake and wake-up time and, at Level 3, we added gender (male; 1 = yes, 0 = no) and race (White; 1 = yes, 0 = no). We constructed three such HLM models—for political affiliation, policy preferences, and SDO.

Recall that, under normal conditions, cortisol levels are high in the morning, increase 30–45 min after waking (the CAR), and then decline across the waking day. All three models revealed this expected diurnal rhythm. Before Election Day, participants had high morning levels, \( G = -.65, p < .0001 \), followed by a sharp increase 30 min after waking (the CAR), \( G = .17, p < .0001 \), and then a steady decline across the day \( G = .05, p < .0001 \), irrespective of political party affiliation, policy preferences, or SDO. These models also revealed the expected effects of caffeine, wake time, gender, and race. The interested reader can view these parameter estimates and test of statistics in Table 1. Here, we focus on the effects of election period and sociopolitical differences on cortisol rhythms.

All three models revealed a significant shift in participants’ rhythms on Election Day. All participants,
on average, exhibited flatter slopes on Election Day, \( G = .009, p = .01 \). In two of the three models (i.e., the model for political preference and the model for SDO), all participants, on average, also exhibited significant decreases in morning values, \( G = -.12, p = .01 \) and \( G = -.11, p = .02 \), contributing to these flatter slopes. In the model for political affiliation, these decreases in morning values were only significant for Republican participants, \( G = -.21, p = .03 \). What is clear from these three models is that Election Day affected participants. All participants, on average, had flatter slopes that day relative to previous days, and these flatter slopes seemed to be the result of lower morning values, especially for Republicans. These flatter slopes may reflect a “blunting” of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity while participants awaited the election’s outcome. We return to this possibility in the discussion.

After Election Day, only the model for SDO revealed significant effects on cortisol rhythms.
As can be seen in Figure 1, relative to low-SDO participants, high-SDO participants exhibited higher morning values after Election Day relative to days before the election, $G = .07, p = .02$. In other words, consistent with the “boost” hypothesis, higher SDO participants seemed to be experiencing a physiological boost on days after the election, presumably to meet the demands of challenging days.

**Testosterone responses**

Testosterone values were positively skewed and therefore log-transformed. To model testosterone’s diurnal rhythm, we modeled testosterone levels as a function of time since waking at Level 1 (as in Granger et al., 2003). As with the cortisol analyses, we then added election period (i.e., Election Day and postelection; 1 = yes, 0 = no) at Level 2. We added individual differences in political variables at Level 3. In addition, we added two Level 3 covariates. We added gender, given that men have significantly higher levels of testosterone than women, and we added race given some claims that testosterone differs between racial groups (e.g., Ellis & Nyborg, 1992; cf. Rohrmann et al., 2007). Again, we constructed three such HLM models—for political affiliation, policy preferences, and SDO. All models revealed the expected gender difference and no race differences (see Table 2 for parameter estimates and test statistics). Here, again, we focus on the effect of sociopolitical variables on testosterone rhythms.

Recall that, under normal conditions, testosterone levels are high in the morning and then decline across the waking day. All three models revealed this expected diurnal rhythm. Before Election Day, participants’ morning values were high, $G = 1.88, p < .0001$, and declined across the day, $G = -.02, p < .0001$, irrespective of political party affiliation, policy preferences, or SDO. On Election Day, all participants, on average, exhibited flatter slopes, $G = .004, p < .001$, mirroring the cortisol results. These flatter slopes persisted somewhat, postelection, $G = .003, p = .08$, although this effect was only marginal. As with the cortisol data, SDO predicted testosterone levels after Election Day, $G = .003, p = .03$. As can be seen in Figure 2, relative to lower SDO participants, higher SDO participants exhibited higher morning testosterone levels after the election. There was also a marginal effect of policy preference such that those who favor conservative policies exhibited flatter slopes postelection compared to their preelection slopes $G = .003, p = .06$.

**A “retrospective” look at physiological responses and sociopolitical variables**

The analyses thus far reveal that, relative to lower SDO participants, higher SDO participants exhibited higher morning cortisol and testosterone levels postelection. To test the predictive utility and strength of these findings, we examined whether participants’ cortisol and testosterone responses postelection (namely, whether they showed increases in cortisol and testosterone, testosterone only, cortisol only, or neither cortisol nor testosterone) were predictive of their party affiliation, preference for conservative policies, and/or SDO levels. That is, we examined whether physiological responses retrospectively predicted sociopolitical individual differences. As can be seen in Figure 3, physiological profiles mapped on to SDO scores. Participants who exhibited both cortisol and testosterone increases were highest on SDO, followed by those who exhibited only testosterone increases, and those who exhibited only cortisol increases; those who exhibited neither cortisol nor testosterone increases were lowest on SDO. A linear
contrast (−3 −1 1 3) revealed a relationship between physiological profile and SDO, $F(1, 48) = 3.42, p = .07$. This linear pattern was not observed for policy preferences, $F(1, 48) = .44, p = .51$, or political affiliation, $F(1, 48) = 1.41, p = .24$.

**Discussion**

This study revealed that participants were affected by the 2008 U.S. election. They exhibited flatter cortisol and testosterone slopes on Election Day. This shift in rhythms may reflect the body’s response to anticipation—the “biology of suspense.” Before the election outcome was known, participants could not know whether or how to cope. The activity of their HPA and hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axes was blunted, perhaps to conserve energy and ready the body for mobilization. This interpretation is consistent with a recent meta-analysis, which found that HPA axis activity is diminished when persistent stress is or becomes uncontrollable; often, morning
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Figure 3. Levels of SDO (top panel), policy preferences (middle panel), and political affiliation (bottom panel) as a function of physiological responses to the election.

cortisol values are lower than expected and, as a result, cortisol slopes are flatter (Miller, Chen, & Zhou, 2007). The authors of this meta-analysis posited that this blunting may be a sign of physiological toughening—“steeling oneself” for what is to come. In the context of the present study, participants seemed to be steeling themselves for the election outcome.

On days after the election, SDO was associated with shifts in diurnal rhythms. Compared with lower SDO participants, higher SDO participants exhibited higher cortisol morning values postelection. These increases may have provided participants with an extra “boost” of energy to help them manage the demands of the day—a new day in which their sociopolitical ideology was contested. This interpretation is consistent with the “boost” hypothesis (Adam et al., 2006) as well as recent work showing that individuals under persistent stress have higher morning cortisol values if they perceive the stressor to be controllable (Miller et al., 2007). Perhaps higher SDO participants perceived the election outcome as a stressor (as in Stanton, Beehner, et al., 2009) but one they could manage and overcome.

The testosterone findings are consistent with this interpretation. After Election Day, relative to individuals low in SDO, those higher in SDO exhibited higher testosterone morning values. Previous work has shown that dominant individuals do not automatically or necessarily submit to defeat. They may redouble efforts to threaten and regain dominance—a response associated with testosterone increases (Mehta & Josephs, 2006; Sapolsky, 1986). In the context of the present work, it seems that lower SDO participants withdrew efforts once they won the election while higher SDO participants redoubled their efforts to fight back. This possibility is especially intriguing when considering Stanton, LaBar, et al.’s (2009) findings that Republicans exhibited decreases in testosterone moments after the election outcome was announced. It may be that Republicans submitted to defeat in the moment but that those high in SDO (a loose subset of Republicans) were ready to fight back soon thereafter, days after the election.

The cortisol and testosterone data taken together thus suggest that higher SDO participants may have felt distressed about the election outcome but were ready to fight back. The current political landscape provides some anecdotal evidence for this interpretation of our data. Shortly after President Obama took office, the Tea Party movement emerged. According to a 2010 New York Times/CBS poll, 92% of Tea Party members fear that President Obama’s policies are moving the USA toward socialism; and, researchers...
and journalists have described members of this movement as “racially resentful,” a description fitting of high-SDO individuals (Baretto & Parker, 2010; Campo-Flores, 2010). Indeed, research has shown that high-SDO individuals are likely to believe that “the root cause of most of the social and economic ills of Blacks is the weakness and instability of the Black family” and that “on the whole, Black people don’t stress education and training [enough]” (items from Katz & Hass, 1988 used in Pratto et al., 1994). More to the point, “tea partiers” have organized local and national protests. They are taking on the challenge of their electoral defeat and fighting back.

While considering the potential applications and implications of the present study, it is important to note some of its limitations. First, our sample size was small. We could not examine the election’s impact on individuals of intersecting social identities (e.g., Black men vs. Black women vs. White women vs. White men; male Republicans vs. male Democrats vs. female Republicans vs. female Democrats). That being said, these social identities are manifested in SDO, at least in part. Our data do then speak to how social identities shape responses to shifts in hierarchies to the extent that these identity combinations confer different levels of SDO. Future work will need to utilize larger, more diverse samples to shed light on the relationship between social identities and responses to sociopolitical shifts.

In addition, our timeline was relatively short. It is not clear whether cortisol and testosterone rhythms on days before Election Day were representative of participants’ “normal” diurnal rhythms. Indeed, we think participants’ high testosterone levels on days before Election Day may have reflected their eagerness to gain dominance in this election. Participants, irrespective of political affiliation, policy preferences, or SDO, seemed ready for a fight. Nevertheless, the fact that SDO predicted changes in diurnal rhythms from pre- to postelection and predicted these changes better than other sociopolitical variables is striking. A priori, we expected political affiliation or policy preferences to be much stronger predictors of longer term physiological responses to the election. Whether the responses we observed persisted over the following weeks and months remains unknown. Given that Barack Obama’s presidency is changing the sociopolitical context—not only on Election Day but over time through media exposure, policy changes, etc.—it may continue to shape people’s day-to-day experiences and opinions (e.g., Lundberg, 2011). It would be interesting to see whether SDO continues to predict physiological functioning today.

Finally, it remains unknown whether results would have been different had Barack Obama’s opponent, John McCain, won the election. What we do know is that the election of Barack Obama seemed to elicit marked shifts in physiological rhythms among some individuals. These limitations notwithstanding, the present study replicates and extends previous work in important ways:

First, it adds to a growing literature on the psychological meaning of political events. Of the three political variables under consideration, SDO predicted postelection physiological responses better than did party affiliation and policy preferences. Accordingly, this work suggests that political affiliation and policy preferences may not always be sufficient to understand how political events affect the lives of voters. Dimensions related to but not synonymous with political affiliation—namely, SDO—also shape how political events are experienced. These findings echo Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, and Sulloway’s (2003) and Pratto et al.’s (1994) contention that one underlying dimension of political beliefs is tolerance and even preference for social inequalities. Here, we find that it is tolerance of inequalities and not policy preferences that predicted voters’ physiological responses to the 2008 U.S. election.

Second, the present work underscores the importance of considering the time course of physiological responses (see also Doane & Adam, 2010; Miller et al., 2007). Physiological systems respond to stressful events in characteristic ways in the moment and in different ways over time. In response to challenging events, the HPA and HPG axes can respond quickly (over the course of minutes and hours), increasing cortisol and
decreasing testosterone levels in the body (as in Stanton, Beehner, et al., 2009; Stanton, LaBar, et al., 2009). Over time, these systems can shift their diurnal rhythms to redirect physiological resources, to mobilize resources and provide an extra “boost” of energy to meet the demands of a new day.

Lastly, the present work contributes to an emerging literature on the effects of psychosocial and, in this case, sociopolitical events on physiological systems implicated in health and disease. Extant research suggests that “stress gets under the skin” to affect health and a bulk of that research implicates the HPA axis as one key mechanism (see Adam & Gunnar, 2001; Adler & Ostrove, 1999; Chrousos, 1995; Cohen, Janicki-Deverts, & Miller, 2007; Doane & Adam, 2010; Gunnar & Vazquez, 2001; McEwen, 1998; Miller et al., 2007; Raber, 1998; Rosmond & Bjorntorp, 2000). The present work thus suggests that sociopolitical ideology can affect systems related to health and well-being in times of sociopolitical shifts.
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Note

Computing average pre- and post-election slopes and using regression (instead of HLM) yielded similar findings. We use HLM in order to control for day-level and person-level variables. Note that the HLM analyses were performed on 740+ samples. These samples were nested in 6 days nested in 49 participants.
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